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The AQP2 mutation V71M causes nephrogenic diabetes insipidus in
humans but does not impair the function of a bacterial homolog
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Several point mutations have been identified in human aquaporins, but their effects on the function
of the respective aquaporins are mostly enigmatic. We analyzed the impact of the aquaporin 2
mutation V71M, which causes nephrogenic diabetes insipidus in humans, on aquaporin structure
and activity, using the bacterial aquaglyceroporin GlpF as a model. Importantly, the sequence and
structure around the V71M mutation is highly conserved between aquaporin 2 and GlpF. The
V71M mutation neither impairs substrate flux nor oligomerization of the aquaglyceroporin.
Therefore, the human aquaporin 2 mutant V71M is most likely active, but cellular trafficking is
probably impaired.
� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Aquaporins (AQPs) are polytypic transmembrane (TM) channel
proteins that selectively facilitate the bidirectional flux of water
across cellular membranes in all domains of life [1,2]. While the
classical aquaporins are only permeable for water, the subfamily
of the aquaglyceroporins additionally enables the diffusion of
small, uncharged molecules, such as linear polyalcohols. All AQPs
have an extremely conserved tertiary structure [3], and all AQPs
assemble into homotetramers within cellular membranes [4,5],
with the monomer being the functional unit [4,6]. The monomeric
protein consists of six TM helices and two re-entry loops that are
each formed by a half-membrane-spanning (HM) helix and a
non-helical part [4,7]. The two re-entry loops each contain highly
conserved NPA motifs, consisting of the residues Asn, Pro and Ala
that provide the intimate interface of the two HM helices and also
contribute to substrate conductance.

While in the bacterium Escherichia coli (E. coli) only two AQPs,
AqpZ and GlpF, are found, 13 human AQPs (AQP0-12) have been
identified until today. These human AQPs differ in substrate
selectivity, permeability and their tissue specific expression [8].
While it is intuitively clear that AQPs are directly involved in water
conductance in tissues and organs, studies with AQP knockout
mice revealed an involvement of human AQPs in physiological
processes that are not directly related to water transport. Among
those are cell migration, proliferation as well as differentiation
and tumor angiogenesis [9]. In human genomes, several variations
have been identified in AQP-encoding genes [10,11], and given the
diverse physiological functions of human AQPs, mutations or dele-
tions of single amino acids can cause severe human diseases.

The V71M mutation was identified in human AQP2 and is impli-
cated with recessive nephrogenic diabetes insipidus [12]. AQP2 is
expressed in the cells of the collecting duct of the kidney where
it plays an important role in concentrating urine. Upon binding
of arginine vasopressin (AVP) to the V2 receptor (AVPR2), AQP2
is transported to the apical plasma membrane. Binding of AVP to
its receptor increases the intracellular cAMP level, which in turn
activates the protein kinase A, that phosphorylates AQP2, thereby
stimulating the redistribution of AQP2 from intracellular vesicles
to the apical plasma membrane [12,13]. A functional analysis of
AQP2-V71M in Xenopus laevis oocytes has indicated that the
respective mutant renders the human AQP2 non-functional, result-
ing in retention of AQP2-V71M in the endoplasmatic reticulum
(ER) membrane [12]. However, as the measured activity depends
on proper trafficking of AQP2-V71M to the plasma membrane,
the determined activity might underestimate the remaining
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channel activity, as cellular trafficking was severely impaired in
this mutant. Determining the activity of a mutated protein, with
impaired cellular trafficking, might therefore not be straightfor-
ward in intact eukaryotic cells.

Here we used the E. coli aquaglyceroporin GlpF as a model to
study the impact of the V71M mutation on tetramerization and
function of an AQP. The sequence identity between GlpF and the
human aquaporins is right up to 35% and is even higher in
the region around the two highly conserved NPA motifs, where
the respective mutation occurs [14,15]. Given that the tertiary
and quaternary structures of all AQPs are remarkably
conserved [16,17], the experimentally easily accessible bacterial
aquaglyceroporin GlpF has served as an aquaporin model for many
years. More importantly, improper cellular trafficking cannot
interfere with functional studies when working with the bacterial
proteins, which are synthesized directly into the bacterial cell
membrane.

Here we show that neither the in vivo oligomerization nor the
in vivo activity of GlpF-V71M were impaired. As the tertiary and
quaternary structures of all AQPs are highly conserved, the impact
of the V71M mutation on the structure and function of human
AQP2 will be similar. Consequently, based on the results obtained
with the bacterial model system, the AQP2 mutant V71M is
probably active but most likely not properly processed in eukary-
otic cells, and the mutated protein likely retards in the ER, as
shown in Xenopus laevis oocytes [12]. The V71M mutation can thus
be classified as a class-II-mutation.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Mutagenesis

The V71M mutation was introduced into the plasmids
pRSET-His-GlpF, pLexA-GlpF and pGlpF [18] by site-directed muta-
genesis using the oligonucleotides QCGlpFV71Mfor (50–CATCTTA
ATCCCGCTATGACCATTGCATTGTGG–30) and QCGlpFV71Mrev
(50–CCACAATGCAATGGTCATAGCGGGATTAAGATG–30) purchased
from Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). The sequence
of the constructs was confirmed by sequencing the plasmid DNA.

2.2. Expression and purification of GlpF by affinity chromatography

Expression of GlpF in E. coli BL21DE3 cells transformed with the
plasmids pRSET-His-GlpF or pRSET-His-GlpF(E43A/V71M) and
protein purification were conducted as described in detail
previously [18]. The protein concentration was determined by
measuring the absorption at 280 nm, using a calculated extinction
coefficient of 37,930 M�1 cm�1 (ExPasy, ProtParam tool).

2.3. Semi-native SDS–PAGE analysis

In a semi-native SDS–PAGE analysis, no SDS is present in the
sample buffer and the native tetrameric state of GlpF is preserved
[5,19]. Samples were incubated for 15 min at room temperature
with SDS-free sample buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 6.8), 10% (v/v)
glycerol and 0.04% (w/v) Bromphenol blue) and separated on a
10% SDS–PAGE gel. Thereafter, SDS–PAGE gels were stained with
Coomassie brilliant blue R250.

2.4. GALLEX measurements

The GlpF interaction propensity was measured with the GALLEX
assay [18,20]. LexA-GlpF fusion proteins were expressed in E. coli
SU101 cells transformed with the plasmids pLexA-GlpF or
pLexA-GlpF (E43A/V71M). For control measurements, cells were
also transformed with the empty expression plasmid (pMal-p2
(�)), as well as the plasmids pLexA-GpA and pLexA-GpA-G83I
[20]. The plasmid pLexA-GpA encodes the TM domain of human
glycophorin A (GpA) that forms very stable TM homodimers, and
pLexA-GpA-G83I encodes the G83I-mutated GpA TM domain
characterized by a diminished dimerization tendency [20,21]. The
wt and the G83I-mutated TM domains are both N-terminally fused
to the LexA-DNA binding domain and C-terminally to the MalE
domain. Protein expression was performed in LB medium supple-
mented with 100 lg/mL ampicillin, 30 lg/mL chloramphenicol
and either a constant isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
concentration of 500 lM or increasing IPTG concentrations (10–
500 lM) [20]. Cells grew to an OD600 of 0.6 and b-galactosidase
activities were measured as described [22]. Six independent
colonies were analyzed for each construct. To obtain the relative
b-galactosidase activity (rel. b-gal. act.), the b-galactosidase
activities were normalized to the b-galactosidase activity
determined for GlpF-wt after induction of the protein expression
with 500 lM IPTG.

2.5. GlpF activity measurements

The GlpF activity was assessed by measuring the kinetics of the
flux of the linear polyalcohol ribitol over the inner E. coli
membrane using a SX20 stopped flow spectrometer (Applied
Photophysics, Leatherhead, U.K.) as described in [18]. E. coli SK46
cells were transformed with the plasmids pMal-p2x (empty
expression plasmid (�)), pGlpF, pGlpF-E43A, or pGlpF-V71M, and
protein expression was induced either in presence of a constant
IPTG concentration of 500 lM or at increasing IPTG concentrations
(10–500 lM) [18]. Ribitol was chosen as the substrate to reduce
the background of the measurements. While the ribitol
conductance rate of GlpF is comparable to its glycerol conductance
rate, the intrinsic permeability of membranes for ribitol is lower
than for glycerol [4].

2.6. Isolation of GlpF from membranes

To determine the amount of expressed GlpF, membranes were
isolated from equal volumes of E. coli NT326 (GALLEX measure-
ments) and SK46 cells (activity measurements) transformed with
the plasmids pMal-p2, pLexA-GpA, pLexA-GpA-G83I, pLexA-GlpF,
pLexA-E43A, or pLexA-GlpF-V71M and pMal-p2x, pGlpF, pGlpF-
E43A, or pGlpF-V71M, respectively. Cells were incubated in LB
medium supplemented with 100 lg/mL ampicillin containing
either a constant IPTG concentration or increasing IPTG concentra-
tions (10–500 lM). After an OD600 of 0.8 was reached, cells were
centrifuged (10 min, 3,220 g, 4 �C) and resuspended in 25 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 2 mM Na2EDTA � 2H2O and 0.1% (v/v) protease
inhibitor cocktail, thereby adjusting the OD600 to 2.0 in a volume of
15 mL. Cells were then disrupted by sonication in an ice-water
bath, using a Branson Sonifier 250 (G. Heinemann). Cell debris
was separated by centrifugation at 12,000 g and 4 �C for 10 min,
GlpF-containing membranes were then collected by ultra-
centrifugation (165,000 g, 4 �C, 1 h). The membrane pellet was
resuspended in 100 lL 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.0),
300 mM NaCl and 10% glycerol. A bicinchoninic acid assay was per-
formed to determine the protein content of the membranes using
the BCA protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 2.4 lg protein
were incubated in SDS–PAGE sample buffer (2% (w/v) SDS, 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 6.8), 10% (v/v) glycerol and 0.04% (w/v) bromphenol
blue) for 15 min at room temperature. After performing an SDS–
PAGE analysis, using 10% SDS–PAGE gels, the separated proteins
were transferred to a PVDF membrane, and thereafter GlpF was
detected using an antibody directed against the GlpF C-terminus
(VVEEKETTTPSEQKASL, Gramsch Laboratories). The LexA-GlpF



Fig. 1. Alignment of the GlpF and AQP2 structures and sequences. Superposing the structures of GlpF (green) and AQP2 (beige) illustrates the high conservation of the AQP
tertiary structures. While structural differences are found in the extra membranous loops in the crystal structures, the conformation of the TM helices is conserved. (A)
Superposition of GlpF and AQP2 seen sideways. Both, the N- and the C-terminus, are located in the cytoplasm. (B) Top view onto the translocation pore as seen from the
periplasm or extracellular space, respectively. Depicted is the amino acid residue Val71 in GlpF and in AQP2. For clarity, the periplasmatic/extracellular loop regions are not
shown. (C) Zoom in on the structure around the first NPA motif. The structural alignment was prepared using the program Chimera [29]. (PDB: 1FX8 and 4NEF). (D) Sequence
alignment of GlpF and the classical human AQPs and aquaglyceroporins. The conserved NPA motif is highlighted in gray, and the conserved Val residue (position 71 in AQP2)
is highlighted in bold. One dot highlights conserved residues, two dots highly conserved residues and a star indicates identical residues. The sequence alignment was
performed using the program ClustalW2 [30]. The sequences were obtained from the UniProtKB/TrEMBL data bank [31].
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fusion constructs were detected using an antibody from Novus rec-
ognizing the LexA DNA binding domain.
3. Results and discussion

When expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes, the V71M mutation
was suggested to render AQP2 non-functional, resulting in reten-
tion of AQP2-V71M in the ER membrane [12]. However, determin-
ing the activity of a mutated protein with impaired cellular
trafficking might be problematic in intact eukaryotic cells, as only
the activity of proteins incorporated into the plasma membrane is
assayed. Thus, the question arises whether trafficking of the
mutated protein is impaired due to its inactivation, or whether
activity measurements failed due to improper trafficking. To
answer this question, we analyzed a mutated bacterial homolog,
with a conserved structure and function, since in bacteria, proteins
are synthesized directly into the cell membrane and thus impaired
trafficking is not an issue. However, using the bacterial homolog
GlpF as a model for analyzing the impact of the V71M mutation
on oligomerization and function of the human AQP2 requires at
least that the mutated amino acid is strictly conserved within the
primary and tertiary structure of GlpF and AQP2. Superposition
of the GlpF and AQP2 crystal structures indicates that the
conformation and arrangement of the TM helices is identical in
GlpF and AQP2 and that Val71 points into the translocation pore
in both proteins (Fig. 1A–C). Furthermore, as can be seen in a
sequence alignment, Val71 of AQP2 is conserved in GlpF and
within the majority of the human classical AQPs and aquaglycero-
porins (Fig. 1D). The sequence alignment further reveals that the
primary sequence is also highly conserved in the region bordering
the mutation. Thus, GlpF is a suitable and experimentally accessi-
ble model to study the impact of the V71M mutation on the activ-
ity of an aqua(glycerol)porin. Interestingly, in the classical
aquaporins AQP5 and -10, the larger, hydrophobic amino acids
Ile and Phe are located at the position typically occupied by V71,
indicating that replacement of this amino acid by other residues,
possessing bulkier side-chains, might be well tolerated.

3.1. Assembly of GlpF-V71M is not impaired

Aquaporins assemble into tetramers already in the ER [23,24],
and the tetrameric structure is crucial for proper cellular trafficking
of AQP2. Only 25% of monomeric AQPs are glycosylated with



Fig. 2. In vitro and in vivo oligomerization of GlpF-wt, GlpF-E43A and GlpF-V71M.
(A) Semi-native SDS–PAGE analysis of purified GlpF-wt and the GlpF mutants E43A
and V71M (T: tetramer, Di: dimer; M: monomer). 7.5 lg protein was loaded per
lane. (B) The oligomerization tendency of the GlpF-wt, GlpF-E43A, and GlpF-V71M
was assessed using the GALLEX assay. As controls, the rel. b-gal. activities of the wt
and G83I-mutated GpA TM domains, that possess a strong and weak dimerization
propensity, respectively, as well as the rel. b-gal. activity determined in cells
transformed with the empty expression plasmid (�) were determined. The
determined interaction propensity of GlpF-wt was set at 1.0. For the Western blot
analysis shown in the lower panel an antibody recognizing the LexA DNA binding
domain was used.

Fig. 4. Activity of GlpF-wt, GlpF-E43A and GlpF-V71M. (A) Typical light scattering
curves are shown, observed using E. coli SK46 cells expressing GlpF-wt (green),
GlpF-E43A (gray), GlpF-V71M (beige) or E. coli cells transformed with an empty
vector (black). (B) Western blot analyses, probing the expression of GlpF-wt, GlpF-
E43A and GlpF-V71M in E. coli SK46 membranes at an IPTG concentration of
500 lM, were performed using an antibody directed against the GlpF C-terminus.
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complex oligosaccharides in the Golgi apparatus [23,25], and
N-glycosylation is essential for trafficking of AQP2 from the Golgi
apparatus to the plasma membrane [23]. Therefore, we first
assessed a potential impact of the V71M mutation on the stability
of the purified GlpF. For comparison, the well characterized GlpF
mutant E43A, that exhibits both, a reduced oligomerization
propensity and activity, was also analyzed [18]. As depicted in
Fig. 2A, the GlpF-wt protein runs as a stable tetramer on
Fig. 3. Oligomerization of wt and V71M-mutated GlpF at increasing IPTG concen-
trations. (A) The oligomerization tendency of the wt ( ) and V71M-mutated GlpF
( ) was analyzed in vivo at increasing IPTG concentrations using the GALLEX assay
(n = 6 ± SE). Plotted is the rel. b-gal. act. vs. the IPTG concentration. (B) Western blot
analyses, probing the expression of GlpF-wt and GlpF-V71M in E. coli membranes,
were performed using an antibody directed against the GlpF C-terminus.
SDS-gels, while GlpF-E43A was mainly found as a monomer. The
in vitro tetramer stability of GlpF-V71M was also reduced com-
pared to GlpF-wt, however not to the same extent as observed in
case of the GlpF-E43A protein. Nevertheless, the observed destabi-
lization of the GlpF-V71M tetramer might be solely relevant in the
rather artificial micellar environment. Therefore, the GALLEX assay
was applied to next study the in vivo oligomerization behavior of
GlpF-V71M in a native membrane [18,20]. In the GALLEX assay, a
LexA DNA-binding domain is fused to the GlpF N-terminus. As both
termini of GlpF are located on the cytoplasmic side of the inner
E. coli membrane (Fig. 1A), the LexA DNA-binding domain of the
LexA-GlpF chimeric protein is also located in the cytoplasm.
When GlpF oligomerizes, two LexA DNA-binding domains
come in close proximity and bind to the promoter/operator
region of the lacZ gene, thereby repressing expression of the
b-galactosidase [20]. Therefore, the b-galactosidase activity is a
direct measure of the GlpF interaction propensity within its native
membrane environment. The determined oligomerization
propensities indicate no differences in the in vivo oligomerization
propensity of GlpF-V71M compared to the GlpF-wt whereas the
oligomerization propensity of GlpF-E43A was also reduced in vivo
(Fig. 2B). To study the in vivo oligomerization behavior of
GlpF-V71M in comparison to the GlpF-wt in greater detail, the
expression of the LexA-GlpF fusion proteins was induced by addi-
tion of increasing IPTG concentrations. In previous analyses we
have noticed that increased GlpF expression can be induced by
addition of 10–500 lM IPTG [18], and thus we have determined
the b-galactosidase activities in this IPTG concentration range.
As can be seen in Fig. 3A, the determined oligomerization propen-
sities at all tested IPTG concentrations again indicate no differences
in the in vivo oligomerization propensity of GlpF-V71M compared
to GlpF-wt. Additionally, expression of the wt and V71M-mutated
GlpF proteins was analyzed at each respective IPTG concentration
by Western blot analyses to account for potential differences in
the expression level. As expected, the expression level of both,
the wt and the V71M-mutated GlpF, increased with increasing
IPTG concentrations and the expression levels at a given IPTG con-
centration were similar for the wt and the V71M-mutated protein
(Fig. 3B). It is worth mentioning that the GALLEX measurements do
not allow distinguishing between the different oligomeric states
that contribute to the signal, and not only a tetrameric but i.e. also
a dimeric GlpF could affect the measured b-galactosidase activities.
While this cannot be resolved with the GALLEX assay, the signal in
the GALLEX assay is most likely based on the GlpF tetramer, which
is the most stable GlpF structure [5].



Fig. 5. Water and ribitol conductance rates. Kinetics of the water (A) and ribitol (B) conductance facilitated by GlpF-wt ( ) and GlpF-V71M ( ) are plotted vs. the IPTG
concentration (n = 5 ± SD). (B) Western blot analyses, probing the expression of GlpF-wt and GlpF-V71M in E. coli SK46 membranes, were performed using an antibody
directed against the GlpF C-terminus.

Fig. 6. The aquaporin translocation pore. (A) The GlpF translocation pore as seen from the periplasm with one molecule glycerol in the pore. (PDB: 1FX8). The aquaporin
translocation pore is defined by six TM helices and two re-entry loops that are formed by a HM helix and a non-helical part [4,7]. Depicted is the first re-entry loop (loop B)
consisting of the HM helix 3 and a non-helical part (G64-L67). Hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl oxygen atoms (red) of the peptide bonds in the non-helical parts of the
two HM loops and the passing water and linear polyalcohols, respectively, contribute to substrate conductance [32,33]. (B) Superposition of the AQP2 (beige) and AQP5 (blue)
translocation pore, as seen from the extracellular site. HM helix 3 is slightly stretched in AQP5 compared to AQP2, possibly to accommodate the additional methyl group of
Ile72. The structural alignment was prepared using the program Chimera [29]. (PDB: 4NEF and 3D9S).
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Based on our results, the mutation V71M does not influence the
in vivo oligomerization propensity of GlpF. As the tertiary structure
of AQP2 and GlpF is conserved (Fig. 1), it appears to be reasonable
to assume that the impact of the V71M mutation on oligomeriza-
tion of the human AQP2 is similar. Thus, the V71M mutation does,
most likely, not dramatically affect proper tetramerization of the
human AQP2. Nevertheless, the increased sensitivity against
SDS-induced unfolding (Fig. 2A) indicates slight structural
differences between the wt and V71M-mutated proteins, which
might be a reason for AQP2-V71M being recognized by the cellular
quality control system, resulting in ER-associated degradation.

3.2. Structural rearrangements probably ensure the unimpaired
substrate flux through GlpF-V71M

To further investigate a potential impact of the V71M mutation,
we measured the GlpF-facilitated water and ribitol flux across the
E. coli inner membrane. Rapid mixing of GlpF expressing E. coli
SK46 cells with a hypertonic ribitol solution causes initial
shrinkage of the cells, owing to water efflux. As ribitol diffuses into
the cells via GlpF, water flows back causing the cells to reswell.
Shrinkage and reswelling of the cells can be assessed by measuring
the light scattering intensity at a 90� angle, and will cause an initial
increase of the light scattering signal followed by a decay of the
signal (compare Fig. 4A). As can be seen in Fig. 4A, the activities
of the wt and V71M-mutated GlpF were nearly identical, whereas
the activity of GlpF-E43A was clearly reduced. Noteworthy, the
decreased activity of GlpF-E43A cannot be entirely attributed to
its slightly decreased expression level (80% compared to the
expression level of the GlpF-wt) (Fig. 4B). As conducted in the
oligomerization measurements (Fig. 3), the activity of GlpF-V71M
was also studied in closer detail by addition of increasing IPTG con-
centrations. To assess the rate constants of the GlpF-facilitated
water and ribitol flux, both the exponential growth and the decay
of the light scattering signal were fitted using a double exponential
function. As already suggested by the similar course of the light
scattering curves (Fig. 4A), the activity measurements performed
at increasing protein concentrations indicated no differences, nei-
ther in the water nor in the ribitol flux facilitated by GlpF-wt and
GlpF-V71M (Fig. 5A, B). To account for possible differences in the
expression level of the wt and V71M-mutated GlpF, the amount
of GlpF present in the membranes was again assessed immuno-
chemically via Western blot analyses (Fig. 5C). As observed before,
the Western blot analyses indicated an increasing expression of
both, GlpF-wt and GlpF-V71M, and further revealed a comparable
expression level at a given IPTG concentration for the wt and the
V71M-mutated protein (Fig. 5C). Therefore, replacement of Val71
by Met does not dramatically interfere with substrate conductance,
and hence the V71M mutation does not impair the protein activity.
Although Val71 is located in close proximity to the peptide bonds
in the non-helical part of the first-HM loop that interacts with the
permeating substrate via hydrogen bond formation (Fig. 6A), the
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mutation to the larger Met did not impair substrate diffusion
through GlpF, as shown in our activity measurements (Fig. 5).
Apparently, the V71M mutation does not reduce the translocation
pore diameter drastically, since otherwise a significant impact on
the GlpF function would have been detected. As the conformation
of Val71 is highly similar in GlpF and AQP2 (Fig. 1B, C), analogous
conformational adjustments of the introduced Met residue are
likely to occur in both, GlpF and AQP2. Nevertheless, the diameter
of the translocation pore is approximately 1 Å smaller in the region
of the NPA motifs in classical AQPs compared to the translocation
pore of aquaglyceroporins [26]. Thus, one could argue that the
mutation of Val to the larger amino acid Met could be more critical
in classical AQPs, despite the smaller substrate. However, in the
classical aquaporins AQP5 and -10 the larger, hydrophobic amino
acids Ile and Phe are located at the respective positions (Fig. 1D).
Comparing the structures of AQP5 and -2 reveals that the HM helix
3 in AQP5 is slightly stretched (Fig. 6B), possibly to accommodate
the additional methyl group without reducing the diameter of
the translocation pore. Thus, conformational adjustments accord-
ing to this mechanism likely maintain the unimpaired substrate
flux through the V71M-mutated AQP2 translocation pore.

4. Conclusion

Taken together, the V71M mutation in AQP2 that causes
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus likely solely affects cellular traffick-
ing but not the activity of AQP2. While the results of the GALLEX
measurements show that the bacterial homolog GlpF forms stable
oligomers, the SDS–PAGE analysis indicates that the mutation
might slightly destabilize the protein structure. In case of AQP2,
such destabilization might be recognized by the ER quality control
system resulting in protein degradation rather than in trafficking
to the plasma membrane. Consequently, the results obtained using
the V71M-mutated bacterial homolog together with the impaired
cellular trafficking observed in Xenopus laevis oocytes [12] indicate
that the mutation V71M can be classified as a class II mutation. The
mutation thus causes conformational changes that impair AQP2
trafficking but hardly affect the properties of the translocation
pore. An altered conformation affecting the structure but not the
activity of an AQP, was also described for the AQP2 mutant
T126M [27]. In case of the AQP2 mutant T126M, the defects in
cellular routing were already partially rescued by inhibition of
Hsp90 that is believed to interact with and promote
ER-dependent degradation [28]. Thus, a possible pharmaceutical
strategy for treatment of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus caused by
a V71M-mutated AQP2 is to correct the defective transport of the
otherwise functional protein from the ER into the membranes of
the collecting duct of the kidney.
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